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ABSTRACT

Deamination reactions are catalyzed by a variety of enzymes including those involved in
nucleoside/nucleotide metabolism and cytosine to uracil (C—*U) and adenosine to inosine
(A—»I)mRNA editing. The active site of the deaminase (DM) domain in these enzymes contains
a conserved histidine (or rarely cysteine), two cysteines and a glutamate proposed to act as a

proton shuttle during deamination. Here, a statisticalmodel, a hidden Markov model (HMM),
oftheDM domain has been created which identifies currently knownDM domains and suggests
new DM domains in viral, bacterial and eucaryotic proteins. However, no DM domains were
identified in the currently predicted proteins from the archaeonMethanococcusjannaschii and
possible causes for, and a potentialmeans to ameliorate this situation are discussed. In some of
the newly identified DM domains, the glutamate is changed to a residue that could not function
as a proton shuttle and in one instance (Mus musculus spermatid protein TENR) the cysteines
are also changed to lysine and serine. These may be non-competent DM domains able to bind
but not act upon their substrate. Phylogenetic analysis using an HMM-generated alignment
of DM domains reveals three branches with clear substructure in each branch. The results
suggestDMdomains that are candidates for yeast, platyhelminth, plant andmammalian C—*U
and A—>I mRNA editing enzymes. Some bacterial and eucaryotic DM domains form distinct
branches in the phylogenetic tree suggesting the existence of common, novel substrates.
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INTRODUCTION

Deamination reactions OCCUR LN A variety OF processes including nucleoside/nucleotide metab-
olism and base substitution RNA editing, one of a set of co- or posttranscriptional events in which

nucleotide insertion, deletion, or base substitution results in the production ofan RNA whose sequence differs
from that of its template (reviewed in Benne, 1996; Scott, 1995; Smith and Sowden, 1996; Herbert, 1996). A
number of enzymes known to catalyze such deamination reactions share an active site containing a conserved
histidine (His, rarely cysteine), two cysteine (Cys) and a glutamic acid (Glu) residue believed to act as a proton
donor or shuttle during the hydrolytic deamination reaction. The part of the enzyme encompassing this active
site will be referred to as the DM (deaminase) domain.

The best characterized DM domain containing enzymes bindmonomeric and polymeric nucleoside/nucleo-
tide substrates and are cytidine deaminase (CDD) which converts cytidine to uridine (Yang et al., 1992);
deoxycytidylate deaminase (DCTD) which hydrolyses dCMP into dUMP (Moore et al, 1993); the catalytic
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subunit of the mammalian apolipoprotein B (apoB) mRNA editing enzyme (APOBEC) which is responsible
for the cytosine to uracil (C—>-U) conversion that alters a specific glutamine (CAA) codon into a stop codon
(UAA) in the apoB mRNA (Navaratnam et al., 1995); double-stranded (ds) adenosine deaminase (DRADA)
which is required for the conversion of specific adenosines to inosines (A->I) in brain-expressed pre-mRNAs
for glutamate receptor (GluR) subunits (Lai et al, 1995; Herb et al, 1996; Rueter et al., 1995) and in the
antigenome of hepatitis delta virus (HDV) (Poison et al, 1996). GluR editing requires a second ds adenosine
deaminase, REDI, which has a distinct but overlapping substrate specificity with DRADA (Maas etal., 1996;
Melcher et al., 1996). Inosines are read as guanosines (G) by the translational machinery (Dabiri et al., 1996)
resulting in change of the encoded amino acid from glutamine (CAG) to arginine (CGG) and arginine (AGA)
to glycine (GGA) in GluR pre-mRNAs, and stop (UAG) codon to tryptophan (UGG) in the HDV antigenome.
In addition to the site-selective editing of mammalian mRNAs of neural origin, DRADA has been implicated
in the generation of biased hypermutations (clusters of certain transitions) m some RNA viruses (Cattaneo,
1994; Poison and Bass, 1994).
Three of the aforementioned enzymes, CDD, DCTD and APOBEC, bind zinc ions via the active site

His and Cys residues (Betts et al., 1994; Moore et al, 1993; Navaratnam et al., 1995). A motif com-
prized of these zinc ion-binding residues and the active site Glu has been observed in the sequences of
a number of other proteins (Reizer et ai, 1994; Bhattacharya et al., 1994): riboflavin biosynthesis protein
ribG, which converts 2,5-diamino-6-(ribosylamino)-4(3H)-pyrimidinone 5'-phosphate (ribG) into 5-amino-6-
(ribosylamino)-2,4(lH,3H)-pyrimidinedione 5'-phosphate (Sorokin et al., 1993); Bacillus cereus blasticidin
S deaminase (BSD), which catalyzes deamination of the cytosine moiety of the antibiotic blasticidin S and
its derivatives but not cytosine nucleosides (Kobayashi et al., 1991; Nawa et al., 1995); Bacillus subtilis
open reading frame (ORF) CME2, which is part of the comE operon required for the binding and uptake of
transforming DNA (Hahn et al, 1993); Bacillus subtilis ORF YAAJ (Ogasawara et al, 1994; Struck et al.,
1990); Escherichia coli ORF YFHC (Poulsen et al., 1992); Vibrio fischen ORF YLXG (Lee et al., 1993);
and Saccharomyces cerevisiae ORF YJD5 (Pohl and Aljinovic, 1996). Reizer and colleagues (Reizer et al.,
1994) generalized the zinc ion-binding motif and derived a PROSITE (Bairoch et al., 1996) regular ex-
pression, [CH][AV]Ex(2)rLIVMFGA][LIVM]x(17,33)PCx(2,8)Cx(3)tLrVM] (accession number PS00903,
CYT_DCMP_DEAMINASES). Although DRADA is likely to bind zinc ions, this PROSITE descriptor fails
to capture the DM domain in DRADA and thus presumably in other proteins possessing a DM domain. For
example, most, if not all mitochondrial mRNAs from vascular plants and bryophytes undergo mRNA editing
involving the conversion of some Cs to Us thereby correcting multiple genomically encoded missense codons
and permitting functional protein synthesis (reviewed in Gray (1996)). Recent evidence indicates that this
mRNA editing occurs via a deamination mechanism (Blanc et al., 1995; Yu and Schuster, 1995) but the
proteins responsible have yet to be characterized.
Identification of newDM domains can suggest candidates responsible for catalyzing deamination of known

and novel substrates as well as yield insights into normal physiology and disease processes. For example,
mRNA editing ofGluR subunits leads to cation specific channels that recovermuch faster from desensitization
and may integrate signals better (Lomeli et al., 1994). The neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) tumor suppressor
mRNA undergoes a C—>U change causing an arginine (CGA) codon to be changed to an inframe stop (UGA)
codon (Skuse et al., 1996). NF1 editing occurs in normal tissues but is higher in tumors and appears not to be
mediated by APOBEC (Skuse et al., 1996).

Here, ahiddenMarkov model (HMM) oftheDM domain has been trained and anHMM-generated alignment
of eighty-three DM domains (thirty-seven of which were identified in this work) employed for subsequent
phylogenetic analysis. HMMs are a statistical modelling method (Rabiner and Juang, 1986; Rabiner, 1989;
Krogh et al., 1994; Baldi et al., 1994; Eddy, 1996; Fujiwara et al., 1994) that have been used recently to

characterize the common features of a family of related sequences and to recognize related, but divergent
familymembers present in databases (Mian, 1997;Dalgaardera/., 1997; Bateman and Chothia, 1996;Bateman
etal., 1996; Hazes, 1996; Shub etai, 1994; Baldi et al., 1994; Grundy et al., 1997). HMMs can be viewed as

"profiles" recast in a probabilistic framework. A profile is amodel for a family consisting ofaprimary sequence
consensus and position specific residue scores and insertion/deletion penalties (Waterman and Perlwitz, 1986;
Barton and Sternberg, 1990; Gribskov et al., 1987; Taylor, 1986; Bowie et al., 1991). Although both HMMs
and profiles can overcome the shortcomings of PROSITE regular expressions, the HMM formalism provides
two advantages over profiles. First, HMMs can be trained from unaligned as well as aligned sequences
(profiles require an existing alignment) and second, HMMs treat scores and penalties and evaluate alignments
in a justifiable statistical manner. The DM domain HMM is sensitive in that the numbers of false positives
(sequences incorrectly identified by the HMM as possessing a DM domain) and false negatives (sequences
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not identified by the HMM as possessing a DM domain) are likely to be small. However, although new and
known viral, bacterial and eucaryotic DM domains were identified by the HMM, the absence of any archaeal
DM domains suggests methodological improvements that might allow detection of such remote homologs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Definition of the DM domain
In the three-dimensional structure of Escherichia coli CDD, the active site residues (the His and Cys zinc

ligands and Glu proton shuttle) are part of an ot-ß-a structure (Betts et al., 1994). The region between the
first a-helix and the ¿¡-strand will be termed LI and the region between the ^-strand and the second o>helix
L2. Inspection of the CDD structure indicated that a contiguous region of the protein chain that included
this q¡-/?-qí structure constituted the substrate binding region. This region is shown in Figure 1 and defines
the boundaries of the DM domain for which an HMM was created. In Escherichia coli CDD, this region
is approximately 60 residues in length. However, when the active site residues of an A—>-I editing enzyme
such as DRADA are aligned to those of CDD, the corresponding region is well over twice this length. It was
reasoned that if the active site of DRADA has the same geometry (ot-ß-a structure) as CDD, then the "extra"
residues in DRADA could be accommodated by treating them as insertions between the secondary structure
elements present in CDD, i.e., in regions LI and L2.

Starting set ofDM domains
The initial set ofDM domains consisted of previously known examples and comprized those obtained from

the literature (3 A-vI editing enzymes) and those possessing the PROSITE CYT_DCMP_DEAMLNASES
signature (22 sequences). Each ofthe sequences was used as the query for a database search. The BLAST suite
of programs (Altschul et al., 1990) were run with default parameters and a merged, nonredundant collection
of sequences derived from PIR, SwissProt and translated Genbank. Database sequences were considered to
exhibit a statistically significant similarity to the query if smallest sum probability P(A0 < 0.01, P(N) being
the lowest probability ascribed to any set of high scoring segment pairs for each database sequence. Partial

FIG. 1. Three-dimensional structure of Escherichia coli cytidine deaminase (CDD) complexed with 3,4-dihydro-
zebularine (PDB: 1CTT). The substrate is shown in ball-and-stick form, the zinc ion is a sphere and the N- and C-terminii
are labelled. The DM domain of CDD modelled by the HMM in this work is shown in ribbon form and shaded more darkly.
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sequences (fragments and expressed sequence tags (ESTs)) were retained but not employed for training an
HMM and subsequent phylogenetic analysis. Complete DM domains from these two sources were used as
the starting training set for a DM domain HMM trained using the SAM (Sequence Alignment and Modeling
Software System) suite (Krogh et al, 1994; Hughey and Krogh, 1996) running on aMASPAR MP-2204 with
a DEC Alpha 3000/3000X front end at the University ofCalifornia Santa Cruz (UCSC).

Hidden Markov model
Since a more comprehensive description of the HMMs employed here can be obtained elsewhere (Krogh

et al., 1994; Hughey and Krogh, 1996), only a summary is provided. The HMM consists of a series of nodes
corresponding to columns in a multiple sequence alignment. Its architecture captures most of the features of
a family of related sequences as follows. The match, delete and insert states in a node and transitions between
these states model (i) a sequence ofpositions each with its own distribution over the 20 characters in an amino
acid alphabet (the degree of residue conservation at each position); (ii) the possibility of skipping a position
(equivalent to a deletion); (iii) the possibility of inserting amino acids between consecutive positions (a region
in a family member that is not part of core structure of the family); and (iv) allowing for the possibility that
continuing an insertion or deletion is more likely than starting one (position-dependent scores). The parameters
of an HMM are the position-dependent character distributions, position-dependent transition frequencies
between states and the number of nodes. Training an HMM involves estimating these parameters by the
following procedure. An initial stochastic model representing the family is created by describing transitions
into a match, delete or insert state and the occurrence of a given residue in a particular match or delete state.
Using this initial model and the training sequences (some or all of the family members), possible paths for
each sequence through the model are evaluated to obtain new estimates of the parameters that will increase
the likelihood of the model. This procedure is repeated until the model converges. Estimating the parameters
using only the training set leads to the problem ofoverfitting in which amodel fits the training sequences well
but gives a poor fit to related data not included in the training set. Thus, to improve the ability of the HMM to

generalize, to fit sequences not employed for training, SAM employs Dirichlet mixture priors (Brown et al.,
1993; Sjölander et al., 1996). Dirichlet mixture priors are an effective means to estimate the distribution of
characters in a specific contextgiven a small sampleofcharacters from that distribution (Karplus, 1995; Tatusov
et al., 1994). These priors, estimated from a Blocks database of multiple sequence alignments (Henikoff et
al., 1997; Henikoff and Henikoff, 1991), are designed to be combined with the observed position-dependent
character distributions in the training set to form estimates of expected character probabilities.
An HMM is a model that defines a probability distribution over possible sequences. Any sequence can be

compared to a model by calculating the likelihood that the sequence was generated by that model. Taking the
negative (natural) logarithm of this likelihood gives the NLL score. For sequences of equal length, the NLL
scores measures how "far" they are from the model and can be used to select sequences that are from the
same family. An HMM trained to model a family assumed to have a common underlying structure assigns
high likelihood to family members and low likelihood to non-members. A multiple sequence alignment for a
set of sequences is generated by computing, for each sequence in tarn, the most likely path through the model
given possible paths generated by the training sequences.
A rough multiple alignment of the starting training set ofDM domains was created manually in which the

active site residues were aligned. This alignment was used to calculate the parameters for an initial HMM.
Two features of the DM domain necessitated the use of special types of nodes termed FTMs (free-insertion
modules). Because DM domains occur as domains within longer proteins, external FTMs were used at the
beginning and end of the HMM to allow an arbitary number of insertions at either end. Since regions LI and
L2 have length distributions much greater than can be modelled adequately by insert states, two internal FTMs
were used to model the variable length LI and L2 regions by permitting insertions of any length between
specific nodes in the HMM. Figure 2 shows a detailed view of the DM domain for which an HMM was created
and highlights the locations of the active site residues and the LI and L2 FIMs. To avoid changes in the nodes
representing the active site residues and thus deviations from the initial manually-generated alignment, the
parameters for these particular nodes were fixed. Multiple models were trained to reduce the problem of local
minima and the best were used for further studies.

The specificity and sensitivity of the DM domain HMM was examined by using it to discriminate between
sequences that possess a DM domain from those that do. This was achieved by evaluating how much better
sequences in a database fit the model than some underlying background distribution or null model (NULL) and
assessing the significance of the resultant score. Such database searching using the HMM involves computing
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FIG. 2. Orthogonal views of the CDD DM domain shown in Figure 1 for which an HMM was created. The active
site residues and bound substrate (white) are depicted in ball-and-stick form and the zinc ion is a sphere. Vertical and
horizontal arrows mark the positions where the two internal FIMs employed to model regions LI and L2 respectively
occur in the structure of CDD.

log-odds (NLL-NULL) (Altschul, 1991; Barrett et al., 1997) scores for all sequences in a non-redundant
protein database obtained from the NCI (NCI, 1996) and updated weekly at UCSC. Taking into account
the number of sequences in this database (approximately 211,000 different proteins in mid-1996) and an

expected number of false positives of 0.01, a significant log-odds score is 22.6. Scores higher than this value
denote fewer false positives. A database search was performed with the HMM and based upon examination
of the log-odds scores and an HMM-generated alignment, new DM domains were identified. These new DM
domains were added to the training set and the HMM was retrained. At each round of this iterative procedure,
the newly identified sequences improve the ability of the HMM to generalize. The cycle of "search, align and
retrain" was repeated until no new sequences were identified in databases up to November, 1996. This final
HMM was utilized for all subsequent work.

Phylogenetic analysis
Havingmodelled existing and newDM domains bymeans of the HMM, the relationships between individual

sequences were examined by phylogenetic analysis. An HMM-generated multiple sequence alignment of the
training set was utilized as the starting point. The alignment contained only match and delete states. Insertions,
including the LI and L2 FIMs, were excluded. Insert states are not modelled by an HMM and because the
regions in a sequence they represent are the most divergent parts of the molecules, they are likely to be
sources of systematic error in phylogenetic analysis. TheMOLPHY (MOLecular PHYlogenetics) suite uses
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a statistical procedure for inferring phylogenetic relationships (Adachi, 1995; Adachi and Hasegawa, 1992).
PROTML, the main program in MOLPHY, infers evolutionary trees from amino acid sequences by means

of a maximum likelihood method. The star decomposition algorithm of PROTML 2.2 was used to determine
automatically the best tree for the sequences in the aforementioned HMM-generated multiple alignment.
Figures showing multiple sequence alignments, phylogenetic trees and ribbon diagrams ofmolecules were

produced using ALSCRIPT (Barton, 1993), Treetool (Maciukenas, 1992) and MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991)
respectively.

RESULTS

Hidden Markov model
Table 1 lists known and new DM domains identified in this work and includes both complete sequences used

forHMM training and partial sequences that were not used. Figure 3 shows an HMM-generated alignment of

Table 1. Abbreviations Employed for DM Domains

Abbreviation Species Protein description and Databank code in \\
AplJUBG
Ate_BSD
Ath-ESTl
AthJSST2
Ath-HPP

Bam-RIBG
Bee-BSD}
Bpa-CDD
Bna-EST
Bja-NFP
Bsu-CDDt
Bsu.CME2i
Bsu_RIBGt
Bsu-YAAJi
BT2J5CTDÍ
BT4JDCTDÍ
Bvu-HPPl
Bvu.HPP2
Ccr.ORF

CeLCDDl

CeLCDD2

Cel_D2005

CeLDCTDt.

CeLEST
CeLT20H4

Dme.ORF

Eco_BSD
Eco-CDDJ
EcoJUBGt
Eco-YFHCi

Actinobacillus
pleuropneumoniae
Aspergiilus terreus
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana
Arabidopsis thaliana

Bacillus amyloliquefaciens
Bacillus cereus

Brugia pahangi
Brassica campestris
Bradyrhizobium japonicum
Bacillus subtilis
Bacillus subtilis
Bacillus subtilis
Bacillus subtilis
Bacteriophage T2
Bacteriophage T4
Beta vulgaris
Beta vulgaris
Caulobacter crescentus

Caenorhabditis elegans

Caenorhabditis elegans

Caenorhabditis elegans

Caenorhabditis elegans

Caenorhabditis elegans
Caenorhabditis elegans

Drosophila melanogaster

Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli

riboflavin biosynthesis protein ribG [APU27202]
blasticidin S deaminase (BSD) [S41571]
EST [H36401]
EST [H76529]
vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase (HPPase)
[AVP3.ARATH]
riboflavin biosynthesis protein ribG [BARIBGENS]
blasticidin S deaminase (BSD) [BSR.BACCE]
cytidine deaminase (CDD) [BPRNAS5]
flower bud EST [BNAF1868]
nitrogen fixation protein [RHBNFXP]
cytidine deaminase (CDD) [CDD.BACSU]
comE operon protein 2 [CME2_BACSU]
riboflavin biosynthesis protein ribG [RIBG-BACSU]
ORF YAAJ [YAAJ.BACSU]
deoxycytidylate deaminase (DCTD) [DCTD_BPT2]
deoxycytidylate deaminase (DCTD) [DCTD.BPT4]
vacuolar H-f-pyrophosphatase (HPPase) [BEUPYROA]
vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase (HPPase) [BEUPYRO]
ORF obtained by translation of nucleic acid sequence
[CCU27301]
ORF F49E8.4 similar to cytidine deaminase (CDD)
[CELF49E8]
ORF C47D2.2 similar to cytidine deaminase (CDD)
[CELC47D2]
ORF D2005.1 similar to ds RNA adenosine deaminase
(DRADA) [CED2005]
probable deoxycytidylate deaminase (DCTD)
[DCTD.CAEEL]
embryo EST [C08551]
ORF T20H4.4 similar to ds RNA adenosine deaminase
(DRADA) [CELT20H4]
ORF obtained by translation of nucleic acid sequence
[DR028DC4Z]
blasticidin S deaminase (BSD) [S81409]
cytidine deaminase (CDD) [CDD.ECOLI]
riboflavin biosynthesis protein ribG [RIBGJ3COLI]
ORF YFHC [YFHC-ECOLI]

(continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)
Abbreviation Species Protein description and Databank code in \\
Hin.CDDÍ
HinJtlBGt
Hin.YFHCt
Hsa_APOBECt

Hsa-CDDi
Hsa-DCTDt.
Hsa_DRADA
Hsa-ESTl
Hsa_EST2

Hsa-EST3

Hsa-EST4
Hsa-EST5
Hsa-phorl
HvuJIPP

Lpo.PPLZ20
Mmu-ESTl
MmuJEST2

Mmu-EST3
Mmu_EST4

Mmu_EST5

Mmu.TENR

McaJDCTD

Mcv-E2L

Mge.CDD
Mle.ORF

Mpi.CDD
Mtu-RIBGt

Nta-HPPl

Haemophilus influenzae
Haemophilus influenzae
Haemophilus influenzae
Homo sapiens

Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens

Homo sapiens

Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Hordeum vulgäre

Lupinus polyphyllus
Mus musculus
Mus musculus

Mus musculus
Mus musculus

Mus musculus

Mus musculus

Mycoplasma capricolum

Molluscum contagiosum virus
subtype 1
Mycoplasma genitalium
Mycobacterium leprae

Mycoplasma pirum
Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Nicotiana tabacum

cytidine deaminase (CDD) [CDDJIAEIN]
riboflavin biosynthesis protein ribG [RIBGJIAEIN]
ORF HI0906 [YFHC-HAEIN]
apoB mRNA editing enzyme APOBEC
[ABME-HUMAN]
cytidine deaminase (CDD) [CDDJIUMAN]
deoxycytidylate deaminase (DCTD) [DCTDJIUMAN]
ds RNA adenosine deaminase (DRADA) [HSU10439]
foetal heart EST [R58006]
EST similar to apoB mRNA editing enzyme APOBEC
[R10201]
sequence constructed from an EST from foetal heart
[W78087, 5' similar to an Alu repetitive element] and
one from senescent fibroblasts [W63795]
EST [T97494]
pregnant uterus EST [AA040828]
phorbolin I from psoriatic keratinocytes [HSU03891]
vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase (HPPase)
[AVP3JÍORVTJ]
pPLZ20 protein [LPPLZ20]
placenta EST [AA013683]
foetus EST similar to apoB mRNA editing enzyme
APOBEC [W30319]
embryo EST [W71850]
embryo EST similar to cytidine deaminase (CDD)
[W98165]
embryo EST similar to deoxycytidylate deaminase
(DCTD) [W44079]
testis nuclear RNA binding protein (TENR)
[MMTENR]
ORF similar to deoxycytidylate deaminase (DCTD)
[MC037]
homologue of vaccinia and variola virus E2L protein
[MCU60315]
cytidine deaminase (CDD) [CDD.MYCGE]
ORF obtained by translation of nucleic acid sequence
[MSGL611CS]
cytidine deaminase (CDD) [CDD.MYCPI]
ORF MTCY21B4.26 similar to riboflavin biosynthesis
protein ribG [MTCY21B4]
vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase (HPPase) [S54173]

(continued)

the sequences in Table 1. Sequences will be referred to by their number in the alignment shown in Figure 3 and
the abbreviation given in Table 1, for example, 1 :Sce_L8543. Amongst approximately 211,000 sequences in the
most recent non-redundant protein database that was searched using the final DM domain HMM, all sequences
with log-odds scores higher than 35.3 were part of the training set. Only three training set sequences had scores
below 35.3: 19:Mmu.TENR (33.0), 20:Cel_D2005 (29.8) and 27:HsaJBST3 (27.0). The only other sequences
in the range 27.0-35.3 were Sorangium cellulosum soraphen A polyketide synthase (33.6; databank code
SCU24241) and hepatitis C virus El and E2/NS1 envelope glycoprotein (28.0; HPVHCVN, HCU01214 and
other, almost identical sequences). Alignment of these sequences to the model (datanot shown) indicated the L1
and L2 FTMs were 1759/1244 residues and 64/103 residues respectively. These FTMs are considerably longer
than those in the training set which range in length from 1-35 (LI) and 0-72 (L2) residues (the A—>-I mRNA
editing enzymes have the longest LI and L2 regions). Furthermore, for sequences in the range 27.0-35.3, there
were differences in active site residues: in polyketide synthase, a Cys is changed to leucine and in the hepatitis
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Table 1. (Continued)

Abbreviation Species Protein description and Databank code in []
NtaJIPPS
NtaJIPP3
Ocu_APOBEC

PCV.A200R

Pga-ORF
Rco.ORF
Rno-APOBECt.
Rno_DRADA

RnoJtEDl
Sce_DCTDt
Sce_HRA400
Sce_L9672
Sce_L8543
Sce_RIB2
Sce_YJD5t
Sce.YP9499
Spo.CDD

Sma-EST
SspJRIBG

Ssp.slW051
Ssp.slU631
VavJ!2
VcvJ!2
VfLYLXGJ
VraJIPP

Nicotiana tabacum
Nicotiana tabacum
Oryctolagus cuniculus

Paramecium bursaria Chlorella
virus 1
Porphyromonas gingivalis
Rhodococcus corallinus
Rattus norvegicus
Rattus norvegicus

Rattus norvegicus
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Schizosaccharomyces pombe

Schistosoma mansoni
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803

Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Variola virus
Vaccinia virus
Vibrio fischeri
Vigna radiata

vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase (HPPase) [S42893]
vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase (HPPase) [S54172]
apoB mRNA editing enzyme APOBEC
[ABME-RABIT]
ORF A200R [PBU42580]
ORF ORF150 [PGPGAAGEN]
ORF ORF1 [RERTRZA]
apoB mRNA editing enzyme APOBEC [ABME_RAT]
adult brain ds RNA adenosine deaminase (DRADA)
[RNU18942]
ds RNA-specific editase (REDI) [RNU43534]
deoxycytidylate deaminase (DCTD) [DCTD.YEAST]
HRA400 protein [S53937]
ORF L9672.13 [S59391]
ORF L8543.6 [S53395]
RIB2 protein [S50972]
ORF YJL035C [YJD5.YEAST]
ORF YP9499.17 [S54083]
putative cytidine deaminase (CDD) homologue
[SPARZPCD]
EST [N21734]
ORF slr0066 homologous to riboflavin biosynthesis pro-
tein ribG [SYCCPNC]
ORF SI10051 [SYCCPNC]
ORF S111631 [D90909]
protein E2 [VE02.VARV]
protein E2 [VE02.VACCV]
ORF in luxg 3' region [YLXG.VIBFI]
vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase (HPPase) [VRU31467]

New DM domains identified in this work are shown in a different font The symbol } denotes that the DM domain possesses the
PROSITE CYT-DCMP-DEAMLNASES signature.

C virus protein, the proton shuttle Glu is valine. Although a few training set sequences have changes in their
active site residues, the unusually long LI FTM and inspection of HMM-generated alignment for non-active
site residues suggest that in the absence of other data, these should be considered false positives. (It should be
noted, however, that hepatitis delta virus does undergo RNA editing (reviewed in Casey (1996))). Overall, there
are (at most) two false positives amongst sequences with scores higher than 27.0 and none with scores higher

FIG. 3. An HMM-generated multiple sequence alignment ofDM domains listed in Table 1. New DM domains identified
in this work are shown in a different font. Sequences 2, 13, 24, 25, 26 and 74 are partial sequences not used for training
the HMM. Amino acids conserved in the majority of the sequences are shown in bold and columns that are predominantly
hydrophobic are boxed. Columns containing "." correspond to insert states and numbers indicate the lengths of insertions
in sequences at that position (if present). Lines below the alignment highlight some of the features depicted in Figures
1 and 2 as well as other data pertinent to the DM domain. LI FLM and L2 FTM: open triangles identify the locations
of the internal FLMs employed to model regions LI and L2; EcO-CDD X-ray structure: cylinders and arrow mark the
a-helices and ^-strand of the DM domain in Escherichia coli CDD; Zn, Proton shuttle: open triangles mark the zinc
ligands and proton transferring Glu residue in Escherichia coli CDD (residues H102, C129, C132 and E104); Mutation
sites: positions labelled a-l have been mutated in some sequences. Eco.YFHC: mutation at position a renders the mutant
strain resistant to the cell-killing functions encoded by a specific gene family (Poulsen et al., 1989). Rno_APOBEC:
mutations at positions c, d, f, h and j abolish mRNA editing but one at position g has no effect (Navaratnam et al.,
1995). Hsa-DRADA: mutations at C, d, j and k abolish mRNA editing but mutations at b and I have no effect (Lai et al.,
1995). CYT.DCMP.DEAMINASES signature: open circles mark the region covered by the PROSITE signature for the
cytidine and deoxycytidine deaminase zinc ion-binding region; the pattern itself is shown.
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than 35.3. Thus, all complete sequences shown in Figure 3 are classified as possessing a DM domain by the
HMM.
Although no sequences used for training have scores below 27.0, it cannot be assumed that there are no

false negatives. There may be some DM domains that have diverged to a degree that the current HMM may
be too specific and thus unable to classify them as possessing the domain. In addition, deaminase domains
that may differ in their primary sequence characteristics from that modelled here would not be detected by
the current HMM.

New DM domains

Thirty-seven of the eighty-three sequences in the alignment are new DM domains (sequences depicted in a
different font in Table 1 and Figure 3). These newDMdomains fall into the following categories: bacterial nitro-
gen fixation protein (82:Bja_NFP); mouse spermatid protein (19:Mmu.TENR); plant HPPases (10:Ath_HPP,
6:Bvu-HPPl, 7:Bvu_HPP2, 3:Hvu_HPP, 4:Nta_HPPl, 5:Nta_HPP2, 8:NtaJHPP3, 9:Vra_HPP); viral pro-
teins (47:McvJE2L, 69:Pcv^\200R, 48:VavJE2,49:Vcv_E2); eucaryotic ESTs (70:Ath_ESTl, 78:AthJEST2,
71:Bna_EST, 73:Cel_EST, 24:Hsa_ESTl, 27:Hsa_EST3, 74:Hsa_EST4, 83:Hsa_EST5, 2:Mmu_ESTl,
29:Sma_EST); bacterial ORFs (79:Ccr.ORF, 42:Mle_ORF, 75:Pga.ORF, 68:Rco.ORF, 72:Ssp_sll0051,
77:Ssp-slll631); and eucaryotic ORFs (18:Dme_ORF, 25:Hsa_phorI, 28:LpoJPPLZ20, 40:Sce_L9672,
l:Sce_L8543, 67:Sce_YP9499).

Phylogenetic relationships ofDM domains

Figure 4 shows the DM domain phylogenetic tree and reveals three subtrees each with clear substructure.
Subtree A contains only eucaryotic sequences and includes DM domains present in A—>-I and C—>U mRNA

editing enzymes (subtreesAlb and A2 respectively). Analysis of the HMM-generated alignment and phyloge-
netic tree suggests possible substrates for some ORFs possessing the PROSITE CYT_DCMPJDEAMINASES
signature. Thus, 30:Sce_YJD5 may be a yeastDMdomain involved in C—>UmRNA editing; and 56:VfLYLXG
and 57:Bsu_CME2 may be bacterial DCTDs. Similarly for the remaining DM domains, ll:Mmu_EST2,
13:Mmu_EST3,14:CeLT20H4,18:Dme_ORF,20:Cel-D2005and24:Hsa_ESTl may be fly, human andmouse
DM domains involved in A->I mRNA editing; 25:Hsa_phorI, 26:Hsa_EST2,27:Hsa_EST3, 28:Lpo_PPLZ20
and 29:Sma_EST may be human, plant and platyhelminth DM domains involved in C-»U mRNA editing;
36:Mmu_EST4, 40:Sce_L9672 and 42:Mle.ORF may be mouse, yeast and bacterial CDDs; 47:Mcv_E2L,
48:VavJE2 and 49:Vcv_E2 may be viral proteins with a CDD/BSD-like substrate; 54:Mmu_EST5 may be
a mouse DCTD; and 67:Sce_YP9499, 68:Rco.ORF and 69:Pcv_A200R may be yeast, bacterial and viral
proteins with a DCTG/ribG-like substrate. Phorbolin I (25:Hsa_phorI) is a protein that is highly expressed in
noncultured psoriatic keratinocytes (Rasmussen and Celis, 1993) suggesting the occurrence ofC-+U mRNA
editing in a novel cell type (keratinocytes).

The plant HPPases (subtree Ala) are vacuolar H(+)-translocating inorganic pyrophosphatases, one of two
electrogenic proton pumps present in the membrane surrounding the central vacuole of plant cells. HPPases,
ubiquitous in plants but otherwise known in only a few phototrophic bacteria, lack sequence identity to any
other characterized ion pump implying a different evolutionary origin for this translocase (Rea et al., 1992).
The HPPases are most similar to the A-*I mRNA editing enzymes raising the possibility that in addition to
C->U editing, A-»-1 editing may occur in plants. Alternatively, HPPases may be C->-U deaminases acting on
dsRNA.

Subtree B has three branches, each containing bacterial, eucaryotic and viral sequences except for B3 which
has no viral members. Subtree Bla encompasses the BSDs and CDDs, B2a the DCTDs and B2b the ribG
proteins. Three of the four new viral DM domains, 47:Mcv_E2L, 48:Vav_E2 and 49:Vcv_E2 belong to the
CDD/BSD family (subtree Bib) whilst the fourth, 69:Pcv^\200R, belongs to the DCTD/ribG family (subtree
B2). The two known bacteriophage DM domains (50:BT2_DCTD and 51:BT4_DCTD) are in subtree B2a.
The roles of these virally-encoded DM domains in pathogenesis remains to be seen. Subtree B3 contains no

sequences which have been characterized so the substrate for this family remains to be defined (70:Ath_ESTl,
71:Bna_ESTl, 72:Ssp_sll0051, 73:Cel_EST, 74:Hsa_EST4, 75:Pga.ORF, 76:Bsu.YAAJ, 77:Ssp_slll631 and
78:AthJEST2).

Subtree C contains bacterial and eucaryotic sequences of unknown function.
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FIG. 4. Phylogenetic tree of DM domains computed using a maximum likelihood approach (based upon the alignment
shown in Figure 3). New DM domains in this work are shown in a different font. Sequences in which the active site
His, Cys, Cys and proton shuttle Glu are not conserved and those known to be involved in mRNA editing are identified.
Subtrees discussed in the text are labelled at their root.
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DISCUSSION

The work here has focussed on creating and using a statistical model of aDM domain involved in performing
deamination reactions. The results demonstrate that the DM domain HMM overcomes the shortcomings of
the PROSITE pattern and highlights the ability ofHMMs to model a family of related sequences and to detect
remote homologs. The HMM is sensitive in that the numbers of false positives and false negatives are likely
to be small. However, the assessment of two false positives is based on primary sequence characteristics but
an assessment based on actual function could differ and may be higher. Given that the regions flanking a DM
domain are not considered here (for example, the region in white in Figure 1), possession of a DM domain
may be a necessary but not sufficient condition in determining whether a protein can perform a deamination
reaction. Thus, although sequences in Table 1 are assumed to have a common underlying structure, a DM
domain, only additional data can indicate how many behave as deaminases.
Figure 5 shows the most highly conserved residues in the DM domain (residues in bold in Figure 3) and

indicates they are generally confined to active site residues and to those in the core of the domain. It is unclear
how many DM domains in which the active site residues are not conserved catalyze deamination reactions.
In 54:Mmu_EST5, a Cys is changed to serine but this is not expected to have any consequences on structure

or catalytic activity. A similar situation arises in 5:Nta_HPP2 and 36:Mmu_EST4 where the proton shuttle is
changed from Glu to a functionally equivalent aspartic acid. However, in four other sequences, 1 :Sce_L8543,
19:Mmu_TENR, 20:Cel_D2005 and 83:HsaJEST5, the active site Glu becomes valine, isoleucine or glycine
and in one case (19:Mmu.TENR) the Cys are changed to lysine and serine. Inspection of Figure 5 indicates
that all these changes to active site residues could be accommodated structurally. However, in the absence of a
proton shuttle, these DM domains would be unable to perform a deamination reaction (unless an editing event
restored the active site Glu). Based upon their positions in the tree, 19:Mmu_TENR and 20:Cel_D2005 would
be unable to participate in A->I mRNA editing. These results reinforce the notion that substrate binding and
catalysis can be segregated, as was demonstrated by previous studies using APOBEC in which mutations that
inactivated the enzyme did not affect RNA binding (Navaratnam et al., 1995). Furthermore, they suggest that
some DM domains may have a regulatory function in that they could bind but not act upon their substrate.
In the case of mRNA editing, this would suggest sequestering of some mRNAs to prevent them from being
edited. These DM domain containing proteins would be candidates for trans-acting factors able to protect a
site from being edited.

The existence of two new branches in theDM domain phylogenetic tree (subtrees C and B3), each containing
diversebacterial and eucaryotic sequences, suggests the involvmentoftheDM domain in fundamental cellular
processes yet to be characterized. Subtree C contains a bacterial protein, 82:Bja_NFP, required for free-living
growth and bacteroid development (Weidenhaupt et al., 1995). In the case of another sequence in this branch,
80:Eco_YFHC, aD->E mutation at position a in Figure 3 renders the mutant strain resistant to the cell-killing
functions encoded by a specific gene family which kills cells from within by damaging the cell membrane

FIG. 5. The DM domain shown in Figures 1 and 2 highlighting all the conserved residues present in the alignment
(Figure 3). Residues in bold in the alignment and the bound substrate (white) are depicted in ball-and-stick form; the zinc
ion is a sphere.
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(Poulsen et al., 1989). Whether this DM domain has a direct or indirect role in cell death and whether the
eucaryotic DM domains in this subtree play a comparable role in apoptosis remain to be determined.
With regards to possible false negatives, the simplest explanations for noDM domains having been identified

amongst the currently predicted proteins from the archaeon Methanococcus jannaschii (Bult et al., 1996) are
(i) there are no DM domain containing proteins in this organism, (ii) DM domain containing ORFs have
not yet been identified and thus would not have appeared in the databases that were searched using the
HMM and (iii) deaminases in this organism may contain a domain distinct from the DM domain modelled
here. If, however, such archaeal remote homologs do exist, then the most probable reason for the inability
to detect them lies in overfitting and the Dirichlet mixture priors employed currently. Although the training
set contained viral, bacterial and eucaryotic sequences, the priors were able to generalize the HMM only
to the extent that new DM domains from these phylogenetic groups but not archaea were identified. The
Blocks alignments employed to compute the priors used during HMM training (Brown et al., 1993; Sjölander
et al., 1996) varied in their ratios of sequences from the three phylogenetic kingdoms. Therefore, their
skewed compositions and the relative underrepresentation of archaeal sequences could be the primary factor
underlying the inability to detect M. jannaschii DM domains. One means to reduce the redundancy and
emphasize the diversity of Blocks would be to devise "weighting schemes" for each Block before its use

in calculation of the priors. However, given the unequal and unknown evolutionary rates at different sites
in biological sequences, this may be problematic. We are exploring a different approach to improving the
data sets used to compute Dirichlet mixture priors and thus improve their capacity to generalize HMMs.
The approach employs results from genome sequencing projects, avoids weighting schemes, and employs
alignments for proteins proposed to be part of the minimal set likely to be necessary for cellular life (Mushegian
and Koonin, 1996). Hence, given the current availability of the complete genomes of E. coli, M. jannaschii
and S. cerevisiae, each alignment should contain a minimam of one protein from these organisms and thus
from each phylogenetic kingdom. Inclusion of viral sequences, when available, should improve the ability of
HMMs to generalize even further. Calculation of intra- and interphylogenetic domain specific priors will be
explored.
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